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Prompt Comment Topic Comment KH Response Report Action
Intersection and

Corridor
Recommendations

Intersection and
Corridor

Recommendations

22nd Street speed is set at 35mph from Pacific to 264...with actual speeds
higher. Again, comment..."It helps to flush folks out on big events." With
the Atlantic Park capable of 8000 seats (3000 inside and 5000 outside) this
will have major impact on this area. Concern for safety of pedestrians and
bikers....

Improvements have been recommended along 22nd Street in the corridor
recommendations to create a consistent section (i.e., through lanes do not
become turn lanes). Atlantic Park will have event management plans to
distribute exiting traffic accordingly.

No change.

Parking Strategies Parking
Recommendations

Adding more commercialism to the neighborhoods with the meter-less
parking still has questions as to implementation and unintended
consequences.

This can continue to be explored prior to implementation. Neighborhood
preservation was an established goal, and this could contribute to it.

No change.

Parking
Recommendations

Parking
Recommendations

An overall parking management strategy for the Resort Area is briefly
mentioned in the narrative, but, I think, it is key to addressing the key
parking-related issues recommended in the RAMP and discussed by the
RAMP Steering Committee.  Seems the development of a comprehensive
Resort Area parking management strategy should be included in the
Parking Strategies section.

Recommendations from the 2013 Resort Area Parking Strategy are still relevant
and can be incorporated. Specific areas will need additional focus.

Add reference to the 2013 Resort Area
Parking Strategy with potential focus areas.

Network
Recommendations

Overall As I understand it there are blocks at the Oceanfront that will not have all
the enhancements noted in the study. That is why I have responded
somewhat to these questions. The entire resort area needs to embrace
this plan.

The RAMP includes recommended improvements throughout the Resort Area.
It also acknowledges the study area-wide benefits of a safer, more connected
transportation system.

No change.

Intersection and
Corridor

Recommendations

Editorial Atlantic Avenue is missing from Corridor Improvements. Prioritizing and
programing these recommendations will require significant coordination
with other City departments. Funding sources will be a key factor in the
how/when each of these elements are constructed.

It was left out from the corridor improvements because it is a standalone
chapter but will be included.

Add Atlantic Ave to the Corridor
Improvements with a link to the chapter.

Parking Strategies Parking Strategies CIP increase $72 million for parking....Sports Plex, Convention Center,
Aquarium, Atlantic Park Phase II. Additional pressure with 14th Project in
the near future. How will this alleviate employee parking in neighborhoods
unless there is a program to phase out the employee parking that all
acknowledge. No window dressing to placate the  neighborhoods.

Employee parking should be phased out of the neighborhoods with the addition
of proximal parking  (between Atlantic and Pacific) to the businesses currently
in RPP. Standalone employee parking program strategy will be created.

Create a standalone employee parking
program strategy.

Multimodal
Strategies

Multimodal
Strategies

Comment made to me by a traffic personnel....traffic moves at the speed
drivers feel comfortable driving....that establishes the speed. Is this a
standard used to set speed limits?

This is one of several standards offered in our industry, and it is the standard
Public Works Traffic Engineering applies to all streets. The Safe Systems
approach being recommended for consideration offers a different methodology
that applies contextual surroundings in what determines a safe speed limit, but
reducing speed limits alone will have limited effect on driver behavior. They
should be coupled with physical improvements that are somewhat self-
enforcing.

Strategy 2.1 will be separated to identify Safe
Systems approach as an alternative for
consideration. The corridor management
strategies and street typology are ways to
design the streets to control speeds.

Network
Recommendations

Overall Connectivity will be the key to success.... Agreed. No change.

Parking Strategies Parking Strategies Demand-based pricing further confuses visitors and gouges them during
high demand weekends, thereby harming retail and restaurant commerce.

The commercial lots have demonstrated for years that demand-based pricing
does not discourage visitors. Increasing parking rates at higher demand times
will drive mode choice and is a common parking management tool used within
the parking industry. Additional parking revenues should be reinvested into the
parking system to continuously enhance service. A validation program is being
considered to offset perceived harm to retail and restaurant commerce.

No change.

Multimodal
Strategies

Multimodal
Strategies

Driver distractions include cell phones, texting, wayfinding...with additional
alcohol consumption due to the high density of "beverage-server"
establishments. Lower speed limits throughout the neighborhoods are
greatly appreciated.

This strategy will be expanded to include other educational campaigns that
could help throughout the year.

Expand distracted driver campaign strategy to
include other campaign opportunities.
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Prompt Comment Topic Comment KH Response Report Action
Multimodal
Strategies

Transit, Microtransit,
and Shared Mobility

Encourage parking in garage connected to trolley ticket? Encourage hotels
to offer trolley tickets (perhaps they do already). Discounted for $X for X
days. Can this be connected to employee parking in garages? Are trolleys
wired to show where they are on the route so riders can judge when it will
arrive at their stop?

The existing Trolley is not capable of these suggestions. However, you bring up
great points that will be reflected in the transit recommendations. The
microtransit is being evaluated on a phased approach, and trolley technology
and stop amenities will need to be upgraded should the Trolley or Trolley-like
service continue.

Update the transit recommendations to
include Trolley enhancements should a hybrid
approach to fixed route/microtransit be
preferred.

Intersection and
Corridor

Recommendations

Atlantic Avenue Enhancements and widening of the Boardwalk bike path is a good idea -
make it ICONIC and build on this success! A bike lane along Atlantic Avenue
is unnecessary, as has been highlighted in meetings by several committee
members. People can easily ride north and south on the
safe/attractive/enhanced Boardwalk bike path if they wish and cut over to
their Atlantic Avenue or westward destinations. Please consider that
scooters and e-bikes should not be accommodated along Atlantic Avenue.

Bikes along Atlantic Ave were the 2nd priority during the modal prioritization
per the committees' (and public survey) responses. Safe and attractive bike
accommodations will encourage more bicyclists. E-bikes are a growing demand
and Atlantic Avenue will likely be a desired location to ride.

No change.

Parking Strategies Parking Strategies How will the "meter-less parking" in the neighborhoods affect the RPP for
employees? Presently RPP is allowed 1/2 mile from metered parking. This
is a new concept but have the potential impacts from this angle been fully
flushed out? The addition of metered parking along 19th and perhaps 17th
and 18th would have cascading impacts if employee parking is not
resolved.

Meterless parking will not expand RPP eligibility. Metered parking pricing
should encourage turnover for businesses. Employee and resort visitor parking
should be off-street and paid on-street parking will help control this.

Clarify RPP eligibility will not expand in the
strategy.

Network
Recommendations

Transit, Microtransit,
and Shared Mobility

I believe that conversations need to continue to include using the current
visitor center as a transportation hub and also the role that Pacific Avenue
will play in this.

RAMP recommends identifying a long-term solution for the HRT
transfer/mobility hub location. The Visitor's Center is one option that will
continue to be explored.

No change.

Overall Overall I believe that the Atlantic Park project needs to have a finished parking
plan in order to take this forward to completion. It maybe more than I was
able to digest. My concern is that parking resources will be overwhelmed
by the planned events at the theater.

Atlantic Park included a parking supply/demand analysis and ongoing
conversations are happening about the potential need for overflow parking.
This will be handled separately from RAMP.

No change.

Parking Strategies Parking Strategies I didn't recall discuss a parking garage for the Aquarium. There was limited conversation about it. It has been in the Owl's Creek Master
Plan since 2011, and was requested in this past budget cycle (not funded). So, it
was reflected in RAMP considering the study area.

No change.

Multimodal
Strategies

Overall I have read all three documents and they reflect the comments made by
the majority of the attendees. However, I am viewing this as a year-round
resident who lives with these issues. I still have concerns with employee
parking and speeding in the resort neighborhoods. These issues are
solvable for both the business sector and the residential community if
there is a sincere willingness to do so.

Employee parking will be addressed by a standalone Parking Strategy that
focuses on an Employee Parking Program.

Speeding is addressed in RAMP through the Safe Systems approach to
managing and designing roadways.

New Employee Parking Program Strategy.
Reorganize Safe Systems Approach to bring it
into the document body (opposed to an
appendix).

Multimodal
Strategies

Administrative I think the question regarding these strategies is who is going to monitor
the implementation of them into an evolving action plan and activities?
There should be group/task force created with City and citizen
representation that meets regularly to ensure that the RAMP's strategic
objectives are achieved.

RAMP recommends a city representative to coordinate recommendations since
they span multiple departments. TPPC could serve as the group to lead
strategic objectives.

Define TPPCs potential role.

Network
Recommendations

Transit, Microtransit,
and Shared Mobility

I'm not sure that the 5-6 vehicles that are the Free Bee will be able to
handle anywhere near the volume demand. I believe there should be a
small fee 1-2.00 to use the service to help offset the costs and manage the
demand better.,

The FreeBee Pilot is intended to test the feasibility and the details of financing
options and number of vehicles will be defined if the program continues. It's
been very successful so far.

No change.

Multimodal
Strategies

Editorial In time-line for peak events, did not see one for the Sports-Plex. Sports Plex did not have event history when the study began and when the
Existing Conditions were created.

Add note regarding the sports tourism
market.

Multimodal
Strategies

Editorial In your description of the neighborhoods, Lakewood was left
out....Pinewood and Lakewood abut each other

Lakewood to be added. Update map.

Overall Overall Kyle and Jonathan, thank you for all your hard work engaging the
community during this long process and for your consideration of
everyone's comments.

Thank you! No change.
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Prompt Comment Topic Comment KH Response Report Action
Overall Overall Lots of good recommendations for the next 10 years of planning. Hope

there are many checks beside completed projects in 2030. Kyle Williams
and city staff did a very professional job on this aspect of the RASAP. Thank
you!

Thank you! No change.

Network
Recommendations

Overall More and safer is better....the auto should not rule the resort
area....people in cars are not spending money....

A balanced mobility system is a benefit for everyone. No change.

Parking Strategies Parking Strategies Objective 3: Strategy 31....Does this expand capability for employee
parking with RPP into neighborhood?

No. Strategy 3.5 states "Fundamentally, the RPP should be reserved for
residents and their guests only during the posted times."

Create a standalone employee parking
strategy.

Parking Strategies Parking
Recommendations

On-demand pricing gouges guests and does the most to harm commerce
during the busiest times. The proposed voucher system is not practical for
VB residents and will be of little use. These parking strategies are merely a
continuation of past confusing and unpopular strategies and do nothing to
"simplify" anything.

See comment response above on demand-based pricing. Parking incentives and
programs should be marketed more broadly to residents. As a data point, over
80% of resort area residents and people who visit for the day were not aware
of the VB Events Application. Marketing and promotion of parking incentives
for residents is key.

No change.

Parking
Recommendations

Parking
Recommendations

On-street parking on side-streets is a good plan. Enhanced free off-season
parking will encourage year-round activity and help activate the core area.

Thanks. No change.

Intersection and
Corridor

Recommendations

Multimodal
Strategies

Pacific and 9th is high crash area as stated. To walk Pacific in the present
condition on the east side is challenging at best. The speeds are not 35
even though posted and are not reduced to 25 as posted unless there is a
backup of traffic. The posted signs with little orange flags are not effective
and it will be a long time before the infrastructure improvements are
made to make road user-friendly except for motor vehicles.

Pacific Avenue speed limits are set based on Public Works Traffic Engineering
policy. Speed limit reductions alone will have a limited impact in reducing
driver speeds and should be coupled with corridor management strategies
defined in RAMP. Increasing yield compliance to pedestrian crossings will also
have a safety benefit.

No change.

Parking Strategies Administrative Parking is a consistent concern/issue in the Resort Area. These strategies
propose a number of objectives that need to be further evaluated. There
needs to be a body that is charged with achieving these strategic
objectives.

RAMP recommends a city representative to coordinate recommendations since
the span multiple departments. TPPC could serve as the group to lead strategic
objectives.

Define TPPCs potential role.

Multimodal
Strategies

Overall Pedestrians and bikes should have right-of-way....slows traffic for a sense
of calmness…

While the VA state code determines right-of-way, a fundamental objective of
the RAMP is to better share that ROW between different travel modes.

No change.

Network
Recommendations

Administrative Similar to Parking, prioritizing and programming each of these network
recommendations should be coordinated by a body that is charged with
ensuring that the RAMP's goals and strategic objectives are achieved.

RAMP recommends a city representative to coordinate recommendations since
the span multiple departments. TPPC could serve as the group to lead strategic
objectives.

Define TPPCs potential role.

Parking Strategies Parking Strategies Strategy 35,,,The parking of employees in the neighborhoods should be
discouraged/eliminated. Increase fees for on street parking verses garage
parking. Reduce/connect trolley ridership with employee parking fee in
garage. Phase out the employee parking in neighborhoods.

Strategy 3.5 calls for removing employees as supply is increased. Parking fees
are covered in Strategy 3.3 which are intended to do as suggested. A new
employee parking program strategy will be created as described above.

Revisit each of these strategies and clarify
where appropriate.

Parking Strategies Parking Strategies The loss of parking at 19th will be impactful for both commercial as well as
adjacent residential areas. Additional parking garage is in Phase II...time-
line not established. Need a definitive plan and perhaps there  is one. City
issue.

Increasing parking inventory will take time and in partnership with the
development community to maximize land potential with mixed-use
development that incorporates public and employee parking. There is ongoing,
active interest in partnering with the City to increase parking in new
development opportunities.

No change.

Overall Overall The RAMP is a solid blueprint for addressing many of the transportation-
related needs of the Resort Area. The Project Team has collected and
compiled a considerable amount of data that with be valuable in
prioritizing, programming, and implementing recommendations. This plan,
of course, needs to be a living document. Hopefully, it is embraced by the
City Council, City departments, and staff and an oversight task
force/working group of City and citizen representatives is created to
ensure that the RAMP's strategic goals are achieved.

Thank you! No change.
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Prompt Comment Topic Comment KH Response Report Action
Intersection and

Corridor
Recommendations

Atlantic Avenue There is no mention of the Activate Atlantic Ave pilot program. Are there
elements of that program that should/shouldn't be incorporated in the
future Atlantic Avenue streetscape?

The pilot is covered in the Detailed Strategies under Quick Build Projects. Add a quick build project spotlight to Atlantic
Ave report chapter.

Multimodal
Strategies

Overall There was a comment in one of the documents that suggested....residents
chose to live in the resort area...as if having a neighborhood is not
consistent with the goals of the quality of the overall resort. We did choose
to live in the resort neighborhoods after several major changes were
implemented. The importance of neighborhood integrity and stability for
the entire resort area was recognized when cul-de-sacs were added and
the RPP program initiated. They made an incredible difference in the
overall livability of these residential areas.

It is an acknowledgement that there are different issues residents face living in
the resort than in other neighborhoods. Sentence will be worded differently
since it was perceived negatively. That was not the intent.

Text edit

Network
Recommendations

Transit, Microtransit,
and Shared Mobility

We need to evaluate the effectiveness of the existing transit service and
determine if the microtransit alternative can replace/modify some transit
routes.  Again, funding is key.

Agreed. Underperforming routes can be modified to not incur additional costs. No change.

Intersection and
Corridor

Recommendations

Overall Well done. Love the Gateways, etc. Great opportunities for sense of arrival
and place.

Thank you!

Multimodal
Strategies

Multimodal
Strategies

Where the changes create larger sidewalks the city should work on a
business improvement plan which recruits businesses that will take
advantage of this greatly enhanced streetscape area (i.e., outside dining
etc.)

Great suggestion. An enhanced streetscape will hopefully attract new
businesses and opportunities.

No change.

Network
Recommendations

Atlantic Avenue Widening sidewalks and adding a bike lane on Atlantic Avenue will push
traffic west, thereby harming commerce and pushing noisy vehicular
activity west into neighborhoods. Limiting the core of Atlantic Avenue to a
pedestrian and bike zone and limiting vehicular access will not work, (ref
Norfolk's failed attempt at this on Granby St). Former Resort Manager
Barry Frankenfield spoke to RIC recently and said he most lamented
removing parking on Atlantic Avenue

The current proposal for Atlantic Avenue does not change vehicle access or
capacity. It is two vehicle lanes today and will remain two vehicle lanes. In some
instances traffic congestion may improve with the creation of turn lanes at
select intersections, and pull off/loading areas for the east side of Atlantic Ave
north of 25th Street where loading currently blocks traffic lanes.

No change.

Multimodal
Strategies

Multimodal
Strategies

Curious how we might be working with folks like Waze. Also looking to see
if we have engaged with third party parking apps like SpotHero.

The City is established in the Waze for Cities program offered through Waze.
It's worth exploring how that can be beneficial to improved  traffic flow. For
parking, the City's Parking Department offers multiple payment options through
Passport Parking. They also partner with SpotAngels, and have recently
developed the VB Go app that displays real-time parking occupancies.

No change.

Corridor and
Intersection

Recommendations

Corridor and
Intersection

Recommendations

Really need to amplify the importance of adding turn lanes at the critical
intersections and, hopefully, a path to making those happen.

Agreed. These turn lanes would provide a safety and congestion benefit. These
types of improvements are typically eligible for state and federal funding which
can serve as that path.

No change.


